M. GUIRAO and C. R. LUIS: JAPANESE SYLLABLES IDENTIFIED BY SPANISH LISTENERS somewhat comparable with those of Agui and Hosomura7) who presented a combination of reversed Japanese phoneme to Japanese speaking listeners. They report a confusion matrix for vowels, stop consonants and fricative [s] which are in close agreement with the scores given by the Spanish speaking listeners.
As shown in Table 6 , CVV syllables were the most difficult to identify in this study. In general the subjects made the same type of errors as were found in recent experiments performed in our Laboratory with equivalent Spanish syllables.8) Spanish listeners were unable to identify the bursts lesser degree this confusion was also noted in the CV syllable ( Table 5 ).
Note that these results are not directly comparable to the ones presented in 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
To summarize, most of the Japanese syllables were familiar to the Spanish speakers. The greatest phonetic similarity between both languages is manifest in what we have called vocalic periodic sounds. Four of the vowels were 100% identified under normal and reversed conditions. Vowel [u] scored 100% in backward and 80% in forward condition. The nonvocalic periodic sounds also reached a high percentage with a score of 94% on average under normal conditions, and 92.5% when heard in reverse. The differences were more evident in fricative sounds. However, a high degree of recognition Also in both systems, when confused, consonantal sounds showed a tendency to be assimilated by those of the same acoustical group. This fact suggests that a similar spectral composition might underlie the perceptual matching found in this crosslanguage comparison.
Furthermore, each one of the three common syllabic types V, VV, and CV, examined here under distorted conditions, are also similarly perceived (or similarly misidentified).
This characteristic of reversibility (or irreversibility) of sounds that are perceptually similar in the Spanish and Japanese languages lead us to speculate that the distribution of the distinctive acoustic characteristics follows a similar pattern in both syllabic systems.
